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™
    DemonstratorDemonstratorDemonstratorDemonstrator    

*The generally cleared indication for the ResQPOD is for a temporary increase in blood circulation during emergency care, hospital, clinic and home use. Studies are on-going in the United States to evaluate the 

long-term benefit of the ResQPOD for indications related to patients suffering from cardiac arrest. The studies listed here are not intended to imply specific outcome-based claims not yet cleared by the US FDA. 49-0780-000, 05 

SSSSIMULATINGIMULATINGIMULATINGIMULATING    CCCCONVENTIONALONVENTIONALONVENTIONALONVENTIONAL    CPRCPRCPRCPR::::    

Without a ResQPOD in place, the heart (red) balloon and lung (blue) balloons should both empty 

during compression of the chest dome and refill (slightly) during chest wall (dome) recoil. This is 

intended to simulate the fact that cardiac output during conventional CPR is typically 20% of 

normal. 

SSSSIMULATINGIMULATINGIMULATINGIMULATING    CPR CPR CPR CPR WITHWITHWITHWITH    THETHETHETHE    RRRRESESESESQPODQPODQPODQPOD: : : :     

When the ResQPOD is attached to the ventilation port, the heart and lung balloons should both 

empty during compression of the chest dome. When the chest is allowed to recoil, the ResQPOD  

prevents ambient air from rushing into the chest. This enhances the vacuum in the chest and  

returns more blood to the heart. This is demonstrated by the fact that the red balloon, with the 

ResQPOD in place, refills more completely, and this “blood” is then circulated forward on the  

subsequent compression.  

IIIIMPORTANTMPORTANTMPORTANTMPORTANT::::    

1. Never attach anything (e.g. ventilation bag) other than a ResQPOD to the ventilation 

port as blowing excessive air into the dome may cause ResQMAN to malfunction.  

2. Compress the dome only until the balloons empty and not beyond.  

Excessive compression forces may cause the ResQMAN to malfunction. 

3. If balloons do not behave as above, please call ACSI at 1-877-737-7763 for guidance.  

4. Vent tab on the back should be sealed. 

5. For a video demonstration of this device, go to www.advancedcirculatory.com and 

click on the ResQMAN icon. 

TTTTOPOPOPOP    FFFFACTSACTSACTSACTS::::    

• Inspiratory impedance lowers intrathoracic pressure during the recoil phase of chest compressions 

that, in turn, enhances preload and cardiac output. 

• Timing assist lights flash at 10/min to promote proper ventilation and chest compression rates. 

• Compatible with any airway adjunct (e.g. facemask, ET tube, etc.) 

• Compatible with any ventilation source (e.g. mouth to mask, bag-valve ventilator, automatic ventilator) 

• Simple, non-invasive, single-use (disposable) and latex free 
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AAAANIMALNIMALNIMALNIMAL    ANDANDANDAND    CCCCLINICALLINICALLINICALLINICAL    SSSSTUDIESTUDIESTUDIESTUDIES****    HAVEHAVEHAVEHAVE    SHOWNSHOWNSHOWNSHOWN    THATTHATTHATTHAT    DURINGDURINGDURINGDURING    CPR, CPR, CPR, CPR, THETHETHETHE    RRRRESESESESQPOD:QPOD:QPOD:QPOD:    

• Doubles blood flow to the heart 

• Increases blood flow to the brain by 50% 

• Doubles systolic blood pressure 

• Increases survival rates 

• Increases the likelihood of successful defibrillation 

• Provides benefit in all cardiac arrest rhythms 

• Circulates drugs more effectively 
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OOOORDERINGRDERINGRDERINGRDERING    IIIINFORMATIONNFORMATIONNFORMATIONNFORMATION::::    

#12-0242-000: ResQPOD ITD 10 

(National Stock #6515-01-535-4139) 

#12-0247-000: ResQPOD ITD 16 

#12-0869-000: ResQCPR Demo Kit 1 

#12-0906-000: ResQCPR Demo Kit 3 


